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editor’s view

We live in turbulent economic times. The
past several months have shown in no
uncertain terms that we continue to struggle
to shake off the global financial crisis and
its effects. With no end in sight to investor
jitters over debt levels in the Eurozone, and
a struggling US economy looking short on
political decisiveness in the wake of the debt
ceiling fiasco and continuing troubles in its
labour market, Asia is looked to by many as
a global economic saviour. This is as true for
supply chain and logistics as for any other
industry, perhaps even more so.
In our lead feature this issue, we
meet with Glenn Bennett, member of the
executive board of the Adidas group, who
tells us Asia now accounts for one quarter
of total sales of the global sports apparel
group. China is now its second biggest
market globally by sales volume.
Like many multinational companies,
Adidas is heavily focused on developing
sales to Asian consumers with growing
spending power, and its supply chain
operations in the region have rarely been

busier handling new sales and business
expansion. This kind of thing is good for
3PLs, many of whom currently view Asia as
something of a global industry safe haven
in turbulent economic times. As another of
our lead features discusses, 3PLs continue
aggressive development of services and
networks in Asia as they look to the region
to deliver a larger share of global growth.
Asia, as a result, is now site of development
of some of the most innovative new logistics
service offerings on the planet.
Although the alternatives these days are
few, it is too easy to get carried away on the
promise of Asia and to lose perspective on
the challenges it still faces. There is little
doubt Asia is more economically robust and
independent than it was at the time of the
Asian Financial Crisis a decade and a half
ago, but the idea of it being ‘decoupled’
or in some way shielded from the woes of
the western world is largely unrealistic.
Asia continues to make a large chunk of
its income manufacturing products that
are consumed in the west and its fate is
still tied to there. It also has big problems
of its own – serious debt and inflation
challenges in India; continuing and possibly
deepening political and economic corruption
in Indonesia and China.
Pursuing growth and advantage here,
particularly when the alternatives are few,
is important for many global and regional
companies. But it may also be time to accept
that global economic volatility could be here
for the long term and that, far from being
insulated from it, developing Asia continues
to be one of its chief sources.
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president’s Message

Sixteen years ago, when I first joined this
industry in Asia, there was almost a total
lack of recognition for its professionals.
Formal education in supply chain or logistics
was only to be found in other business or
engineering programmes. When I looked
to the industry for support for individual
and personal development, I found that
while some associations did exist, they

were primarily there to serve the needs of
companies, not individuals.
One association stood out for its role
in growing individual professionals. Then
called the Council of Logistics Management
(CLM) it is now known as the Council of
Supply Chain Management Professionals
(CSCMP). But even though individual growth
was the focus, the foundation of CSCMP in
the US left me wanting for something better
tailored to those of us based in Asia.
The need to connect individuals in Asia
and become an inclusive community for all
those working here has been a key focus of
my work for the past six years. But I still feel
the need to do more for this community.
With feedback from friends and
associates in the industry, I realise the need
for two main developments to take Supply
Chain Asia forward from here: creation of
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an ‘institutional’ structure, and a proper
governance system to aid accountability. As
I now pursue both of these objectives I am
excited about the future potential of Supply
Chain Asia.
We thank all our readers and community
members for their support throughout
the years and look forward to many more
years of connecting, communicating
and collaborating for the well being of
this industry and the profession of supply
chain management.

Paul Lim
Founder/President, Supply Chain Asia
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Beyond Expectations
Logistics from a different angle
Pressure to be more efficient, cut costs and eliminate
waste increases every day. This is why we build continuous
improvements into everything we do.
At CEVA, we are supply chain experts who continually review and
streamline our processes, eliminating defects, raising productivity and
reducing energy usage. And everything we learn is replicated across our
global operations. Our Operations Excellence approach is one of the
ways we exceed our customers’ expectations, each and every day.
Isn’t it time to see your supply chain from a different angle?
We think so.

Find out more about our Operations Excellence program at

www.cevalogistics.com/expectations

The Line-Up

Correspondents and contributors
Shirish Nadkarni
Specialist Reporter and Writer
Based in Mumbai, Nadkarni is one of
India’s most respected business writers.
He has over two decades of experience
in shipping journalism, of which 17
years were as the Indian sub-continent
correspondent for Lloyd’s List. Inside he
discusses a stronger focus on supply chain
management among retailers in India; and
an increasing demand for 4PL-type services
in the country.
Developments - p9

Jonathan Wright
Supply Chain Leader
Based in Singapore, Wright is a senior
director of Accenture’s supply chain
practice and a recognised thought leader
in supply chain transformation and
sustainability. He joined Accenture in 1997
after five years with Exxon Mobil Corp. For
Supply Chain Asia magazine, he discusses
the importance of proactively nurturing
talent in order to drive better supply chain
performance.
Strategy - p22

Sam Chambers
Specialist Reporter and Writer
Chambers is a former east Asia editor of
Lloyd’s List and co-author of the book
Oil on Water. He is Supply Chain Asia
magazine’s China correspondent. Inside
he reports on key new developments in
China’s air cargo sector and discusses
rising shipping costs for brand owners as
a result of ongoing rate increases and a
shortage of containers.
Air Cargo - p12 + Maritime p14

Masanori Kikuchi
Specialist Reporter and Writer
A Tokyo-based journalist who contributes
to several major Japanese magazines and
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newspapers, Kikuchi’s recent books include
The Secrets to Aeon’s Rapid Growth and
A History of the Japanese Warring State
Period. This issue he looks at how major
carmakers in Japan are shaking off the
effects of the March earthquake and
tsunami and boosting production.
Developments - p8

Journal and Newsweek and has authored
several books on Asia and China. For Supply
Chain Asia magazine he reviews new books
by Yinglan Tan and Adam Segal that look
at the topic of innovation in Chinese and
American contexts.
Book Reviews - p60

Didier Chennevaeu

Specialist Reporter and Writer

Chew Wai Yee

Supply Chain Leader
Appointed Asia Pacific president of CEVA
Logistics at the beginning of this year,
Chenneveau is responsible for leading the
company’s strategy and overall business
performance for Asia Pacific. Prior to
joining CEVA, he was chief supply chain
officer with LG Electronics based in
Seoul, South Korea. Before joining LG in
2008, he was VP of Americas Operations
for HP’s Imaging and Printing Business.
Inside he talks to Turloch Mooney about
his immediate and longer term priorities
as newly appointed head of CEVA Asia
Pacific.
Dialogue - p44

Catherine Truel
International Trade Analyst
Truel is founder of International Trade
Instrument, Europe correspondent of
Supply Chain Asia magazine and author
of the Customs Risk volume of the Short
Guide series from Gower. This issue she
looks at challenges in Europe’s food
supply chain processes and the risks
to businesses from partners with poor
customs compliance records.
Regional Focus - p32 + Customs - p62

Paul French
Author and Asia Analyst
Founder of Access Asia, French is a
renowned commentator on China and Asia
who has been published in the Financial
Times, the LA Times, the Wall Street

A former deputy editor of Lloyd’s FTB
Asia and southeast Asia correspondent
for Lloyd’s List, Chew has more than a
decade of experience reporting on the
supply chain and logistics industry in
Singapore, Malaysia and other parts of the
sub-region.

Paul Lim
Supply Chain Leader
President of Supply Chain Asia, Lim spends
his time building new parts to the regional
community for supply chain professionals
as well as deepening existing aspects.
Based in Singapore, he has extensive
experience and connections in the regional
and global supply chain and logistics
scene.
President’s Message - p4

Turloch Mooney
Specialist Supply Chain and Logistics
Editor
Based in Shanghai, Mooney is a mandarin
Chinese speaker with more than a decade
and a half of experience covering the
international trade, logistics and supply
chain industry. He holds a Master’s degree
with specialisation in International Law.
This issue he talks to Glenn Bennett of
Adidas about the group’s Asian supply chain
operations, and to Didier Chenneveau,
newly appointed Asia Pacific head of CEVA
Logistics, about his plans for the business
in the region.
Dialogue - p26 + p44
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“The reason for our Asian
success and growth is
the provision of Innovative
Cost-efficient solutions to
the logistics market.”

developments

Japan car majors boost production
By Masanori Kikuchi

and the 7.72m forecast for FY2011.
Around 40 percent of the 8.8m vehicles will
be built in Japan. Production of a smaller
Prius will begin by the end of 2011 in Iwate
Prefecture of Tohoku and a new engine
factory is to be built in Miyagi Prefecture
of Tohoku.
Toyota said it would boost production
in Tohoku because labour costs in the
region were lower and factories have
newer equipment. It also wants to diversify
production away from Aichi to the west of
Tokyo – where the Prius model is currently
manufactured – because seismologists
point out there is a high possibility of a
large-scale earthquake and tsunami in the
area in the near future.
Toyota said it would open new factories
in China and Brazil in 2012, double the
production capacity of two of its factories
in India and finish up a new factory in
Mississippi in the US.

Nissan said worldwide production
of it and partner Renault would expand
by 150 percent to around 10m vehicles
by FY2016. The company said it plans
to increase its global market share to 8
percent in FY2016, up from 5.8 percent
at the moment, with a focus on building
sales in China. With an estimated market
share of 6.3 percent, Nissan is currently
the biggest selling Japanese car maker
in China.
Mazda reduced domestic production
by 20 percent in the period from April to
June but July numbers are back to the
same levels of last year. Mazda said it
would increase global production capacity
and sales and together with Sumitomo
Corporation, a major Japanese trading
company, would construct a new factory
in Mexico by FY2013 from where it would
export cars to European countries.
The stronger Japanese yen has been
hitting the car companies hard. Power
shortages as a result of the disaster are
also expected to impact production for
some time.

Japan’s major car manufacturers are
preparing to expand production as
production systems and sales continue to
normalise after the March 11 Tohoku quake
and tsunami.
Toyota, Nissan and Honda announced
domestic sales in the first half of 2011
were down respectively 41.3 percent, 18.9
percent and 29.2 percent year-on-year,
mainly due to shortages of parts, supply
chain deadlock and decreased demand.
Suzuki and Mazda sales fell 22.2 percent
and 28 percent.
The car majors started turning out more
vehicles in June. Toyota’s June production
was down 15.9 percent year-on-year,
compared with a 50 percent year-on-year
decline in May, while June production
volumes at Nissan and Mitsubishi were up
1.9 percent and 8.1 percent respectively
over June 2010.
Nissan managed to
offset some of its parts
procurement problems by
sourcing from western Japan
and overseas, while the
supply chains of Honda
and Fuji Heavy Industries
experienced more strain
from the disaster due to
heavy d e p e n d e n c e o n
production bases in Kanto
districts including Tokyo and
south of Tohoku.
Carmakers have been
gearing up for production
expansion as reconstruction
works in the affected areas
gain momentum.
Toyota said it would
manufacture around 8.8m
vehicles worldwide in
FY2012, starting next April,
topping its all-time high
Traffic in Tokyo: car production levels in Japan are returning to normal
figure of 8.69m in FY2007
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developments

India’s large retailers work to increase
supply chain efficiency; reduce wastage
and shrinkage
By Shirish Nadkarni
Major Indian retailers are working on their
supply chains to increase efficiencies and
reduce wastage. Retailers are focusing
in particular on the foods category which
typically comprises up to 50 percent of
total inventory.
Setting up food collection and
distribution centres closer to farms and
partnering with logistics firms to ensure
better product handling and smoother
delivery to stores, are some of the steps
being taken to improve the agri supply
chains of big retailers.
Future Supply Chains, the logistics
division of Kishore Biyani’s Future
Group, recently opened a new integrated
distribution centre and warehousing facility
for fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG);
while popular household retailer Hypercity
set up a dedicated team to do floor planning
at stores and look at packaging of items

to reduce waste and improve inventory
management.
Reliance Fresh of the diversified
Reliance group led by Mukesh Ambani
has tied up with Spear Contract Logistics
for the delivery of dry packaged items
and grains. Perishable products such as
fruits, vegetables and meat are handled
in-house.
“Items that a retailer buys from farmers
are brought to collection centres in open-air
vans,” says Bijou Kurien, chief executive
officer of Reliance Retail. “This means
greater wastage in monsoon season. Bad
roads and lack of good transport facilities
add to the problem. More investment should
be made in the agri supply chain to arrest
wastage. Unfortunately, the levels of value
addition in India are low, and this means
supply chain inefficiencies.”
Several large logistics companies are
offering retailers new value-added services
in the hope of attracting new business and

Goodman increases focus on Japan
business
Goodman Group, the Australia-based global
industrial property developer, said it would
rebrand its Japanese business to support
its continuing expansion in the world’s third
largest economy.
“There are significant opportunities in
Japan’s logistics real estate market to add
technology, increase efficiency and expand
the use of international best practice.
Operating in Japan as a fully integrated part
of the Goodman Group will enable us to use
our financial resources and global expertise
to serve a wider range of customers,” said

Goodman Group CEO Greg Goodman.
Goodman’s Japanese property group,
which is listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange,
is currently branded J-REP Co Ltd. The
business will be rebranded to Goodman
Japan Limited after approval of J-REP
shareholders at an extraordinary meeting
at the end of September.
“Japan is home to a number of major
corporations and third party logistics
providers who are driving demand for
modern and flexible logistics space.” said
Goodman. As part of the development of

extending existing contracts. DIESL (Drive
India Enterprise Solutions), a logistics
business owned by Tata Group, says it adds
value in procurement by working to increase
the cost-efficiency of inventory movement.
DIESL’s CEO Ajay Chopra says status and
visibility of goods in the supply chain are
crucial to efficient inventory management.
Hypercity, which claims to have
successfully reduced store-level shrinkage
to below one percent, says it faces a
range of distribution woes during the rainy
season, when loading and offloading of
products, especially food and beverages,
takes longer and there are challenges with
transportation. The retailer is working to
reduce distribution and delivery times.
Future Group, meanwhile, has been
aiming to achieve 100 percent fill rates
and zero shrinkage in the food and FMCG
category through its newly launched
distribution facility at Bhiwandi, on the
outskirts of Mumbai. “This facility integrates
the supply chain from vendor to retailer
and reduces uncertainty in delivery,” says
Anshuman Singh, managing director and
CEO of Future Supply Chains, an arm of
the Future Group that specialises in food,
fashion and general merchandise supply
chain management.

its services in the market, Goodman is
currently reaching out to distribution centre
end users and brand owners for direct
information on their distribution network
requirements in Japan.
J-REP has ¥87.4bn ($1.14bn) of assets
under management across 27 logistics
properties in the Greater Tokyo and Osaka
regions. Goodman believes market trends
such as ageing logistics stock, demand for
larger facilities due to consolidation and
the undersupply of high quality, modern
logistics facilities, will drive the growth
of its business in Japan which it will
achieve through development of modern,
investment grade logistics and distribution
facilities and acquisition of high quality
completed facilities.
September/October 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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air cargo

China
Southern
may set up
dedicated
cargo division
By Sam Chambers
China Southern looks ready to
finally establish a dedicated
cargo division, years after the
two other state-owned giants,
Air China and China Eastern,
set up their divisions.
China Southern owns
China’s largest freighter fleet
and has in the past toyed
with establishing the cargo
side as a separate part of the
conglomerate, most notably
with a long talked about but
ultimately failed bid to form
a cargo consortium with Air
France/KLM three years ago.
China Southern is
in talks with Sinotrans Air
Transportation Development Co
and Korean Air to start a cargo
joint venture. An official from
Sinotrans confirmed that the

talks are entering final stages
but no further information could
be revealed at the moment.
Sinotrans and Korean
Air started a joint venture,
Grandstar Cargo, in 2007 and
hold 51 percent and 25 percent
of its equity respectively.
The JV is headquartered in
Tianjin.
In order to further expand
its business in China, Korean
Air, the world’s largest operator
of freighters, considered
expanding the fleet of Grandstar
Cargo. However, Grandstar
Cargo has been suffering from
financial losses since it was
established.
Grandstar currently operates
just one B747-400F. A second
one is expected to join the fleet
in September of this year. Now
both Korean Air and Sinotrans
have agreed to accept a new
strategic investor to start a new
joint venture. China Southern
is an ally of Korean Air in the
Skyteam Alliance.
Grandstar Cargo
commenced a ‘Tianjin-Incheon’
route on July 15 under a code
share with Korean Air.

China Southern currently
owns a fleet of eight freighters.
Revenue from cargo operations
accounted for 7.1 percent of
its whole operating revenue in
2010. China Southern plans
to increase the number to 10
percent in the next couple of
years.

HNA Group
buys up Euro
assets
China’s HNA Group officially
signed a deal with ACT Airlines,
an air cargo operator based in
Istanbul, Turkey on July 24,
agreeing to invest $25m to get
49 percent equity of ACT and
help the Turkish carrier expand
its fleet to ten freighters within
two years.
ACT Airlines is based in
Istanbul’s Sabiha Gokcen
Airport. It mainly operates air
cargo charter services for large
cargo carriers like DHL and
Lufthansa with a fleet of six
A300Fs.

HNA Group owns Hainan Airlines, the largest privately-owned airline in China
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HNA Group earlier also
acquired 60 percent equity of
Turkey’s MyTechnic Company,
an aircraft maintenance facility
at Sabiha Gokcen Airport.
Earlier reports said HNA
Group intended to buy shares
of Hungary’s state-owned Malev
Hungarian Airlines. During
Chinese prime minister Wen
Jiabao’s visit to Hungary at the
end of June, HNA Group signed
a strategic agreement with
Hungarian Capital Association.
The deal involves setting up
a large air logistics hub in
Hungary.
“We cannot say we are
actually buying the shares
but we are indeed involved
in the development of
Hungary’s aviation industry,” a
spokesperson from HNA said.
HNA Group is also currently
participating in the bidding of
Germany’s Hochtief Airport,
which holds shares of six
airports in Athens, Dusseldorf,
Hamburg, Budapest, Sydney
and Tirana. “If we win the
bid, it will strengthen the
globalisation of the company,”
the spokesperson added.

Beyond the box
We go beyond the box in every sense.
Like a helicopter lifting into the blue, our
service rises above the rest. Going beyond
reliability and efficiency, we develop a genuine
understanding of our clients’ needs and then
meet them with professionalism, flexibility and
care. With over 35 years of experience, we
are able to provide customised solutions for
any requirement. Our service goes above the
rest, you go beyond the best.

Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals Limited
www.hactl.com
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maritime

Rate hikes
inevitable:
CSCL
By Sam Chambers
Fresh from implementing a
series of rate hikes on July
1, China Shipping Container
Lines (CSCL) is not ruling out
further increases this year as
it fights to stay profitable. Top
management told Supply Chain
Asia magazine that more freight
rate hikes are inevitable in the
third quarter.
“With current freight rates,
$1500 per teu, our American
routes are in red,” an official
from the investor relationship
department said.
A programme of strict
cost controls has been put
in place, while CSCL is also
trying to augment its logistics
offerings.
“The freight index of CSCL
has fallen this year. Fuel costs
are up which makes revenue
and profits down. It is hard to
say if we can make profits in the
coming quarter, thus we plan to
up some charges in the next few
months to balance our costs,”
the official said.
CSCL raised a number of
box charges at the beginning of
July. Charges for routes between
Asia and the Middle East were
raised by $200 per teu and
$400 per feu. Fuel surcharges
to the eastern United States
were raised to $1107 per
feu from $879 per feu, with
an additional peak season
surcharge of $400 per feu
on July 1. The fuel surcharge
to America’s west coast was
raised to $568 per feu from

14

CSCL says its US routes are in the red
$468 per feu with an additional
peak season surcharge of $400
per feu.

Hainan PO
Shipping
bulks up
Hainan PO Shipping (POS) is
often compared to the nascent
days of China Shipping.
Fast growing, aggressive,
green hulled, and with China
Shipping’s former boss Li
Kelin onboard as executive
chairman.
Further mirroring the
Shanghai-headquartered giant,
POS is now getting ready to
enter the bulker and tanker
trades. The state-run company
has already made a fast entry
into the container sector.
Since setting up in January
2009, it now has a variety of
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services covering intra-Asia,
the Middle East, Australia
and the transpacific. It runs
the latter two with TS Lines
of Taiwan.
POS now has 25 branch
offices, more than 500
employees and a fleet of 22
boxships, five owned and 17
chartered. Latest statistics from
Alphaliner put the southern
Chinese outfit at number 27
in the global box shipping
charts with a fleet consisting of
55,135 slots, nearly double its
size from the end of 2010.
POS says it will develop
as an integrated international
shipping company over the
coming two to three years,
“taking the containers business
as the main thing, and also
developing a tanker and bulk
carrier fleet,” a well-placed
source within the organisation
told Supply Chain Asia
magazine.
In June, the company

opened a direct container
express service from east
China to Ho Chi Minh City,
adding to an original route to
Haiphong. Having become
the fourth mainland carrier to
enter the transpacific market
recently, the company is now
making plans to expand its
network later this year to the
east coast of the US as well as
to Europe.
“We are actively expanding
our container business and the
fleet. We have plans to enlarge
our containership fleet and to
increase the number of services
offered,” said the source.
Hainan’s local government
took the decision to set up the
shipping line three years ago
as a way to develop Hainan
Island’s Yangpu port into a
strategic logistics hub. Most of
the container services launched
have Yangpu on their rotation
and the port is now undergoing
a huge transformation.
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Box shortage
headache
Container lines continue to struggle to get enough containers for
their new, giant ships, reports Sam Chambers

A

s the peak season comes into force
on the main east-west container
trades, a two-year old problem for
box shipping and a headache for shippers
is likely to be exacerbated. In its latest
Container Supply Review, the World
Shipping Council (WSC) reports that
the container shortage that has plagued
shippers since 2009 would continue into
2011’s peak shipping season. The WSC
estimates there will be 3m fewer teu this
year compared with the historical industrystandard level.
The problem stems from the huge
drop in container production during the
recession. In 2009, production dropped
to 450,000 teu from a five-year annual
production average of 3m. With shipping
volumes growing steadily, there simply
aren’t enough containers around.

Higher shipping costs
How does this affect the average shipper?
First, high demand is making shipping
containers more expensive. According to
a report by Drewry Maritime Research, the
price of containers is twice as high compared
to two years ago. Meanwhile, capacity
constraints at Chinese manufacturers –
which account for approximately 96 percent

of production – are also contributing to
higher costs.
The price of new containers has
reached a near record high, according to
Drewry.
The dominant Chinese container
manufacturing industry was restricted to
operating at half its maximum potential
throughout 2010, largely because of
problems associated with restarting factory
lines – particularly rehiring labour – after
more than a year of recession-related
idleness. Drewry believes this to be the
main reason for the shortage.
Container expert Andrew Foxcroft,
who helped produce the report, said: “If
capacity is more tightly controlled by the
container manufacturing sector than in
the past, it will likely result in higher new
container prices.
“Material/production costs are also
forecast to rise over the longer term,
thereby providing a further inflationary
stimulus. It remains to be seen if continued
high prices will deter new investment,
particularly from cash-strapped shipping
lines that have found it harder to secure
financing in recent years.
“High container prices and a tight ratio
of containers to vessel slots will continue

“

Those shippers that opt to buy their own containers are already feeling
a direct impact on their shipping expenses. Carriers that purchase new
containers will undoubtedly pass the cost increase on soon enough. Expect
this to factor heavily into the next wave of freight rate increases.
16
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to constrain the availability of boxes,”
Foxcroft warned in the report published
in mid-July.
Those shippers that opt to buy their
own containers are already feeling a
direct impact to their shipping expenses.
Carriers that purchase new containers will
undoubtedly pass the cost increase on soon
enough. Expect this to factor heavily into
the next wave of freight rate increases.
The onslaught of vast new tonnage
coming out of Asian shipyards combined
with dire underinvestment in new
containers, meant that by the end of 2010
the global fleet of containers exceeded
$90bn in replacement value for the first
time.
Container manufacturers cut capacity
and ceased production lines that have only
been restarted this year. Hong Kong-listed
Singamas, the world’s second largest box
manufacturer, only managed to make
230,000 containers in 2010, while it
is set to churn out 400,000 this year.
Prices per box leapt to as high as $2,700
last year, nearly double 2008, though
they have plateaued for most of 2011.
Singamas reported record net profits of
$92.5m in 2010, a 400 percent increase
over the previous year, and has forecast
that H1 2011 results would be up again
year-on-year.
During the global recession the
company slashed annual production to
around 85,000 boxes in 2009, and in order
to offset declining orders from the liner
industry had started turning its unwanted
stock of empty containers into houses,
complete with electrical appliances and
bathroom fittings.
Market-leading container manufacturer
China International Marine Containers
(CIMC) remains tight-lipped about future
demand and pricing. It continues to
produce over 2m teu of new containers a
year and enjoys a market share of over 40
percent in new boxes, and over 50 percent
in refrigerated containers, a market that
Singamas is now targeting.
The box shortage was so acute in mid2010 that some lines such as China’s
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COSCO and China Shipping Container
Lines began imposing extra surcharges to
cover box shortages, or even had to decline
business. It is too early to say whether these
surcharges will resume later this year.
The dire financial situation of
containerlines was another factor that
contributed to depleted box inventories last
year. During the crisis, priority has been on
internal cost cutting to stay afloat, meaning
there was precious little investment in
replacement or additional containers.
The industry’s traditional 50:50 ratio of
owned-to-leased boxes has become skewed
more like 40:60, according to figures from
the Institute of International Container
Lessors, giving lessors the upper hand in
price setting.
Some 2.75m teu of new boxes entered
service last year, of which 1.6m were
provided by lessors, says the IICL. Some
3.5m teu of new stock is expected to be
produced in 2011 to meet carriers’ growth
requirements and to replace equipment
that is retired.

The box shortage was so acute in mid-2010 that some lines
such as China’s COSCO and China Shipping Container Lines began
imposing extra surcharges to cover box shortages, or even had to
decline business. It is too early to say whether these surcharges will
resume later this year.

”

from diesel trucks is also a subject of
intense public concern and media scrutiny
in that country, with clean air legislation
either passed or pending in many states.
Sensing a competitive advantage, major
US rail companies like Union Pacific Corp
and CSX Corp are trying to lure box traffic
away from trucks and onto trains, which
while still diesel-powered are both more
fuel efficient and generally do not pass too
close to populated areas.
Union Pacific recently bought 5,000
shipping containers, increasing its fleet
by 9 percent. These are relatively small
numbers at present but could mark the
start of a significant trend, and certainly

Wall St. analysts believe so, attributing
recent sharp rises in the value of railroad
stocks to the perceived potential for
increased intermodal business switching
from trucks.
With steel costs and wages continuing
to rise steadily in China; lines and lessors
clamouring to grow their box inventories as
ever larger vessels are delivered, and boxes
spending more time ‘out on the water’ as
slow steaming continues, it looks set to
remain a seller’s market in containers for
some time yet.
Sam Chambers is the maritime correspondent
of Supply Chain Asia magazine

More demand
However, the lines’ requirement for new
boxes continues to outpace attempts by
the container manufacturing and supply
industry to catch up. First, there has been
the effect of slow steaming, meaning more
boxes are in use on the water at any given
time and unavailable for re-use. More
recently has been the Japanese quake,
tsunami and nuclear leak that washed away
a large number of containers stored in that
area and contaminated many more. The
industry estimates the quake may result in
demand for an additional 1m replacement
boxes over two years.
A longer-term consideration has been
the structural effect on the liner industry
wreaked by the recent rise in fuel prices
allied with mounting environmental
concerns. In the US, for instance, the cost
of diesel has shot up and placed a question
mark over the viability of trucking as the
preferred solution for carrying ocean boxes
inland to final destinations. The health
hazards of particulate matter emissions
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The 9038 teu Grete Maersk was the first Maersk Line vessel to call at the newly opened
Cai Mep International Terminal (CMIT) on its route from Asia to North America. With
the call on August 16, Maersk Line officially became a business partner of its sister
company, APM Terminals, one of the three main investors in CMIT. This move tightens
the relationship between the carrier and port operator, something the company says will
benefit import-export customers.
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Increased outsourcing, long
lead times and the bullwhip
effect are core challenges in
semiconductor supply chains,
the effective management of
which is increasingly critical to
competitiveness in the industry.
Turloch Mooney looks at how
key semiconductor players are
addressing these issues and
developing better supply chain
management systems and
processes

Better collaboration
to beat the bullwhip

S

martphone, tablet and PC sales
continue to drive demand for
semiconductors and the industry is
widely expected to continue to experience
solid growth throughout the remainder of
2011. Research house iSuppli says solid
consumer electronics sales should mean
global semiconductor industry revenue
will expand by more than 7.2 percent
over the course of the full year to reach a
total of $325.9bn. The industry has been
building inventory levels throughout the
year to feed a speedy recovery in demand
after the global recession and a capacity
crunch in 2010.
September/October 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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Supply chain performance benchmark
Perfect order fulfillment (%)
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Source: iCognitive 2011

While the immediate disruptive effect
of the Japanese earthquake and tsunami in
March was largely expected to be resolved
by September, the disaster is expected to
have some lasting implications for semiconductor and electronics supply chains.
Japan produces nearly a third of the world’s
semiconductors for automotive electronics
and more than 45 percent of global supply
for consumer electronics. “Maintaining
higher inventory levels could become the
new normal – a calculated measure deployed to mitigate the disrupting effects of
natural disasters and political upheavals,”
iSuppli noted in a report on the effect of the
disaster on the semiconductor sector.
Semiconductor supply chains
already suffer some unique supply chain
challenges. With production taking place
early in the value chain, lead-times are
long, and the industry suffers from a heavy
bullwhip effect. “Steep product ramps,
short lifecycles and long lead-times are
all characteristics of the industry. The
bullwhip is part of our industry,” says
Stefan Heilmayer of Infineon. Infineon
provides semiconductors for automotive
and power industry electronics as well as
chip security cards and booked revenue of
€3.295bn ($4.75bn) in 2010.
According to Heilmayer, who heads
up the company’s Supply Chain Center in
Singapore, transparency and collaboration
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are key to dealing with the central
supply chain challenges of the industry.
“Transparency and collaboration are
essential to smooth fluctuations, reduce
the need for safety stock and increase
responsiveness.”
Infineon uses IT supported SCOR
processes to increase transparency.
Internal collaboration is developed through
employee knowledge training programmes,
and external collaboration by systems and
processes for better information sharing
with suppliers.

More outsourcing, longer lead times
Improved supply chain collaboration and
better overall supply chain management
are seen as increasingly critical to the
competitiveness of major semiconductor
players. This is one result of increased
outsourcing in the industry, which has
been driven to a great extent by the
relatively recent emergence of fabless
manufacturing, where products undergo
manufacturing in multiple companies and
locations across the globe.
Luc Kremers, a senior consultant
with iCognitive, which specialises in
implementing the SCOR system, says
semiconductor supply chains have been
under ‘constant disintegration’ over the past
ten years, due to outsourcing of a range of
major functions including design, foundry,

assembly and testing. “Paradoxically, while
the introduction of new product is facing
tremendous pressures for lead times to
become as short as possible, the growing
outsourcing trend is considerably stretching
the production and logistics cycle times.”
At the end of 2010, iCognitive
undertook a study on semiconductor supply
chains that looked into the main concerns
and best practices of 52 semiconductor
industry organisations with annual revenue
of more than $400m, including IDM,
foundry, assembly and test companies. The
top three concerns listed by participants
were improving demand forecasting,
increasing delivery reliability and reducing
inventory levels, in that order.
Beneath this, companies said they faced
a range of different specific challenges.
DRAM, NAND and NOR Flash memory
product manufacturer Micron Technologies
has wafer fabrication and assembly and
test facilities around the world from Japan
and Singapore to Israel, Scotland and the
US. Micron noted supply chain integration
and integrating a common system platform
to serve multiple supply chains as one
of its major current challenges. Global
Foundries, the former manufacturing arm
of AMD that has manufacturing facilities in
the US, Germany and Singapore, said its
key challenges were to optimise capacity
and utilisation and achieve better forecast
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accuracy for improved handling of the
cyclic business curve. Siemens, meanwhile,
listed long component lead times, SKU and
process complexity and forecast inaccuracy
among its primary challenges.

Best practices
Best practices being pursued to improve
demand visibility and collaboration along
the supply chain were identified in the
iCognitive study. The top three best practices
are identified as improved collaboration
with suppliers, implementation of sales
and operations planning processes and the
introduction of end-to-end supply chain
visibility tools.
While the study found most supply
chains are still organised functionally
(logistics, production, purchasing, etc.)
some companies had adjusted their supply
chains to be process-oriented. Best-in-class
players have reshaped their organisation
to a more customer-centric supply chain
model supported by master processes
such as customer fulfillment, planning and
logistics rather than functions, it found.
Supply chain training was also found
to be increasingly important, with best-inclass companies providing training more
than ten times per year and additions such
as customised e-learning tools.
In terms of technology enablers, the
top three tools employed were found to be
forecasting tools, supplier management
portals and performance measurement
tools. However, the level of advancement
of the technologies employed was found
to be very disparate. In forecasting tools,
for instance, the range was from excel
spreadsheets to advanced planners and
optimisers.
Kremers says the survey data is clearly
indicative of a shift to prioritise supply
chain management. “For the past 40
years, innovation and improvement in the
semiconductor industry have been driven
by technology, in order to increase the
number of chips on wafers for instance.
Now there is a clear shift in mindset
towards the importance of supply chain
management.”

Top current supply chain challenges
Micron Technologies
• Supply chain integration
• Redesign of supply chain processes and systems
• Integrating a common system platform to serve multiple supply chains
Globalfoundries
• Handling the cyclic business curve
• Optimise capacity and utilisation
• Forecast accuracy
• Material forecast and purchase due to constant change of forecast - material
either ends up obsolete or in excess
Lynxemi
• Monitor all orders manually
• Problems matching forecast and demand
• Different lead times
Siemens
• Forecast accuracy
• High and complex product mix
• Long component lead time (four week to three months)
• SKU and process complexity
• High NPI and Phase-out frequencies
• Managing supply chain risk
• Accurately measure performance
• Select and use IT tools

Systems used to generate and manage
forecasts
Micron
• 0-6 months, SAP
• 7-24 months, In-house tools
Globalfoundries
• Oracle
• Manual spreadsheet
• ERP system implementation in 2011
Siemens
• In-house intranet
• BAAN/Infor/Excel
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Supply chain
talent:
global currency
for a two-speed
economy
By Jonathan Wright

W

ith the recession fading, growth is once
again an imperative. But because this
growth is occurring almost entirely in
emerging markets, an unprecedented two-speed
economy has developed: Emerging markets require a
constant inflow of resources (investments, materials,
commodities and talent), while mature markets
are expected to do more with less but still deliver
greater profitability. This dichotomy affects Asia
Pacific companies (whose B2B and B2C products
are increasingly sold locally, regionally and globally)
every bit as much as organisations that are anchored
in mature markets.
A related problem is the fact that our increasingly
interconnected and interdependent world is changing
more rapidly (and dramatically) than ever. Wrenching
economic shifts; geopolitical upheavals; commodity
and currency fluctuations; and endlessly turgid
geopolitical events all contribute to this emerging
state of ‘permanent volatility’.
Unfortunately, most supply chains are not
equipped to excel in a two-speed economy
or to manage the ongoing volatility that now
characterises our global business environment.
And for many companies, this ill-preparedness
relates directly to problems with supply chain
talent: New people, new skill-sets and new
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approaches to personnel acquisition, deployment
and retention are often needed to meet the
needs of a marketplace that is more diverse and
unpredictable than ever.

Creating environments for supply chain talent to
succeed
Talent is one of the largest investment costs for
a company. Talent is also the means by which
organisations put tangible assets to work. Employees
manage costs, identify efficiencies, streamline
processes, manage inventory and (to a large extent)
determine the satisfaction level of customers. In
fact, Accenture research and experiences suggest
that talent is becoming the global currency for high
performance. Simply put, leading organisations are
more likely than most to create talent surpluses,
invest in the right local talent pools and maintain
a strong global balance to hedge on future talent
needs. Other companies, by contrast, under-invest
in their talent currency, which often limits their
capacity for success.
Four characteristics are widely common to
supply chain organisations that consistently acquire,
develop and deploy top talent:
1. Emphasise role clarity: from senior leaders to the
shop floor.
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2. Create customised talent strategies and workforce
models.
3. Build robust capability-development programmes
that emphasise collaboration.
4. Leverage supply chain analytics to optimise and
align talent.

1. Role clarity
The first requirement for a successful talent environment is role clarity at all levels of the organisation.
Clarity drives predictability and accountability in the
execution of supply chain processes. Clarity also is
critical for defining required competencies.
When an organisation rigorously follows
competency standards, people at all levels of the
organisation know what they must do to execute
their jobs well. At UPS, truck drivers memorise the
‘340 methods,’ covering everything from the most
efficient way to carry keys (to avoid fumbling for
them) to the number of steps per second that would
be considered walking at a ‘brisk pace.’
Clarity also is manifested in supply chain
leadership teams that include champions in each
region or business. These leaders drive the talent
vision forward through the performance metrics
they choose for their workforce, the learning options
they sanction and the agency they give employees
in their daily work schedules. In addition, leaders
are on the front line for tracking and measuring
the success of talent programmes. They constantly
concern themselves with questions such as “Are
people taking advantage of learning or seeking
development opportunities?” and “Are employees
able to articulate the skills and knowledge they have
gained and how they apply their expertise in their
daily work?” Lastly, leaders are bellwethers who
help employees understand the relative importance
a company places on specific things.

2. Customised talent strategies
Beyond role clarity and the defining of key
competencies, high-performance businesses often
look for ways to customise their talent strategies to
meet the needs of a ‘workforce of one.’ This concept
sprung from efforts to engage and retain talent in
today’s hyper-competitive labour market. ‘Workforce
of one’ approaches include:
 Segment the workforce based on learning styles,
values, personality, wellness profiles, mobility,
etc.
 Offer modular choices from a list of defined and

sanctioned alternatives (e.g., international job
rotation opportunities).
 Define broad and simple rules. For example,
Google insists that engineers spend at least 20
percent of their time on projects that create value
for the organisation.
 Foster employee-defined personalisation (e.g.,
using social media) to create customised learning
experiences.
 Encourage job rotation and movement in and out
of traditional supply chain roles.
Much literature and research has been devoted
to these customisation approaches. However, the
critical focus for supply chain organisations should
be on partnering with HR to define the talent
needed to achieve supply chain results. Once the
talent demand is defined, approaches for hiring,
developing, retaining and engaging people can
more easily incorporate workforce-of-one ideas.
Limited Brands is an example of an organisation
that has segmented its workforce to focus on
specific value potential. The company has identified
merchants, merchandise planners and allocators
as critical segments. These segments make the
buying and product-flow decisions needed to reach
the company’s financial targets. On the basis of
those analyses, Limited Brands created customised
development and career-path programs for these
talent segments. As a result, it believes it has created
a talent advantage in the market.

3. New learning and collaborative channels
Rapidly changing markets and competitive
landscapes require a nimble supply chain workforce
and a flexible learning architecture. Anywhere/
anytime learning helps keep content fresh. For
example, incoming generations will likely take
more readily to learning via social media, mobile
applications and wikis. And insights from conference
calls, presentations and third-party vendors can be
turned into three-minute to five-minute podcasts or
vodcasts that are easily (and rapidly) accessible to
most workers.
The most effective learning strategies also tap
the expertise of people and entities outside the
supply chain organisation and across industries. The
key is a blended learning approach that includes
instructor-led sessions, simulations, classroom
workshops, blogs, webcasts and online self-study.
Learning opportunities should be available in a

“

Leaders drive
the talent vision
forward through
the performance
metrics they
choose for their
workforce, the
learning options
they sanction and
the agency they
give employees in
their daily work
schedules.

”
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The critical
focus for
supply chain
organisations
should be on
partnering with
HR to define the
talent needed to
achieve supply
chain results.

”

Competitive Advantage

“

variety of languages and draw on expertise from
consulting, business and academia.
People learn best when they understand
the subject’s relevance. Toward this end, it is
often advisable for supply chain organisations to
transition from standardised, HR-driven curricula
to personalised learning experiences that target
the strengths, competency gaps, career goals and
learning styles of individuals (the workforce of one).
This may be a marked change from traditional
supply chain learning solutions, most of which
feature standardised, competency-based coverage
of supply chain functions such as procurement,
planning, forecasting, inventory management and
logistics. The former’s main advantage is that it
caters to people’s strengths and the chance to
unearth opportunities to develop and communicate
these strengths for the benefit of the individual and
the company.
Cross-training through job rotations or
collaborations with other parts of the business
should also have a prominent place. Because of
the interdependencies between supply chain and
other parts of the organisation, supply chain talent
must understand how the business works as well as
how the company’s positioning in the competitive
landscape influences its management of the supply
chain. Consider the example of a major retailer

concerned about on-shelf availability of four product
categories. Poor communication between the supply
chain organisation and its 6,000 suppliers was
identified as the first root cause of the problem,
while lack of understanding of each other’s supply
chain operations was the second. The retailer’s
solution was 1) training all parties to ‘speak the
same language’ and use the same processes for
forecasting and satisfying demand, and 2) applying
new technologies to support timely communications
and real-time decision making. Following these
initiatives, shelf availability of the four product
categories moved back to acceptable levels.

4. Aligning talent and supply chain analytics
The value of quantitative data in shaping decisions in
the supply chain is well recognised. We have learned,
for example, that high-performance businesses
are five times more likely than their peers to use
analytics strategically.1 These companies make
analytics a differentiator by ensuring that they have
the processes, culture and expertise in place to
gather raw data, distil it into insights and use those
insights to shape future decisions (Figure 1).
Supply chain organisations can use analytics
in the same way to drive talent performance and
thereby improve execution and business outcomes.
Just as companies have long predicted demand for

What’s the best that can happen?

What’s will happen next?

What if these trends continue?

Why is this happening?
Alerts
Query
Drilldown
Ad hoc
Reports
Std.
Reports

Optimisation

Predictive
Modelling

Forecasting

Statistical
Analysis
What actions are needed?

Where exactly is the problem?

How many, how often, where?

What happened?

Degree of Intelligence

}
}

Predictive Analytics
(the “so what” and “now what”)

Future oriented and source of
competitive advantage

Descriptive Analytics
(the “what”)

“Rearview mirror” – provides
foundation and insight

Figure 1: Comprehensive analytics capabilities must now range from ‘descriptive’ (looking backward to determine
what happened, why it happened and how much it helped or hurt the organisation) to ‘predictive’ (using sophisticated
statistical modelling, forecasting and optimisation to predict potential business outcomes and how supply chain
activities relate to them).
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transportation needs using statistics and robust
models, they can now predict the talent needed
to optimally staff their organisations. In effect,
these organisations are moving beyond traditional
reporting to using talent analytics as a leverage
point. They solve business issues by using robust
tools and data models, including business and
human resource inputs, to predict supply chain
talent impacts.
For example, workforce skill segmentation can
be combined with customer demand to schedule
service technicians during the hours customers will
most likely need their specialised skills. This type of
analytics has measureable business outcomes that
drive critical alignment of talent and supply chain
metrics. Customers are happy, service technicians
are engaged and the company achieves higher
profitability.
Most supply chain organisations currently lack
the analytical muscle and organisational commitment
to translate insights into action and to integrate
analysis into everyday processes. As a result,
execution is hampered in myriad areas, including
sourcing, transportation, inventory management
and talent management. And not surprisingly, the
role of analytics in talent management is the least
recognised. However, analytically rich data could
cover:
 Human capital facts (headcount, turnover,
recruiting success, willingness to recommend the
company) across various supply chain teams
 Workforce investment analyses to determine
how variables such as work climate, employee
satisfaction and retention affect supply chain
performance
 Workforce forecasts to analyse turnover,
succession planning and business opportunity
data, and combat potential shortages of key
supply chain capabilities
 Talent value models, which use analytics to
determine what employees value and then
create personalised performance incentives and
development plans
 The talent supply chain – mapping processes to
make real-time decisions about talent-related
demands
Top organisations will further couple the robust
and predictive methods used in supply chain
analytics with emerging trends in human capital
analytics (addressing workforce optimisation,

organisational analysis, functional diagnostics and
benchmarking capabilities). Human capital analytics
solutions use the same mature analytics platforms
(e.g., SAS, Cognos) that supply chains have used
for some time. This analysis, based on consistent
platforms, drives new insights and capabilities.
One good example is a global conglomerate
dragged down by an underperforming healthcare
business. A new supply chain function had been
created by the organisation to serve new regions,
but it wasn’t executing as expected. An organisation
value analysis, based on robust statistical models
and structured executive interviews, was used to
assess the entity’s culture and barriers to business
outcomes. The analysis identified breakdowns across
regions, functions and individual leaders. The CEO
subsequently spearheaded culture, leadership,
talent and organisation changes to create ‘interlock’
between the supply chain culture and business
performance. This interlock was created by revising
the operating model and creating two new leadership
competencies. Human resource processes also
were revised to help drive and sustain the new
accountabilities and expected outcomes.

Do not leave value on the table
Companies in most parts of the world are leaving
value on the table – missing market opportunities
because their supply chains cannot execute in ways
that are consistent with the unique and increasingly
bifurcated needs of this highly volatile, two-speed
economy.
Making the necessary adjustments is complicated
and talent is not the only lever that organisations must
pull to remedy the situation. Still, those companies
that concentrate on making talent management part
of the solution; develop new leadership, learning
and collaboration capabilities; and build descriptive
and predictive analytical models that address talent
optimisation will do more than benefit from betteraligned, highly-effective operations. They also will
enjoy a competitive advantage that is not easily
assailed or undermined. The best people, after all,
are a tough thing to duplicate.

“

[Leading]
organisations are
moving beyond
traditional
reporting to
using talent
analytics as
a leverage
point. They
solve business
issues by using
robust tools and
data models,
including
business and
human resource
inputs, to predict
supply chain
talent impacts.
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Jonathan Wright is based in Singapore where he is a
senior director with Accenture’s supply chain practice
1
Thomas Davenport, Jeanne Harris and Robert Morison, Analytics at
Work: Smarter Decisions, Better Results, Harvard Business School
Press, January 2010.
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The three
stripes in Asia
Glenn Bennett, member of the
executive board of the Adidas group
responsible for global operations, talks
to Turloch Mooney about the supply
chain operations of the global sports
brand and how they are supporting
ambitious business expansion plans in
Asia and beyond
Would you provide an overview of the current
operations of the Adidas group in Asia, in terms
of sourcing, distribution and retail operations for
your major brands. Would you also quantify the
volume of business that you do in Asia in terms
of sales and volume of product sourced and
distributed in the region.
Asia is a very important region for the Adidas group,
both in terms of sourcing from the region as well as
sales achieved in the region. In 2010, Adidas group
sales reached €12bn ($17.2bn) worldwide with
€2.972bn coming from Asia. Greater China alone
is our second-biggest market worldwide with sales
of €1bn in 2010.
In terms of sourcing, Asia is by far the most
important sourcing region for the Adidas group.
While China is our most important sourcing country,
other key sourcing countries in the region include
Indonesia, Vietnam and Thailand. Seventy-five

“

In certain situations, our team will commit to early
production before our subsidiaries do so in order to ensure ontime availability and full utilisation of available factory capacity.
At the same time, the Adidas group has various business models
across our sales channels (wholesale, own retail, eCommerce),
which adds complexity to our supply chain. We operate a short
lead time production capability that allows us to drive a mixture
of replenishment models and read-and-react type approaches
across our business.
26
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percent of our suppliers are located in Asia. In terms
of sourcing by category, 97 percent of all footwear,
82 percent of all apparel and 98 percent of all
accessories are sourced from Asia.

How much of the product that you source in Asia
is actually sold in the region and how much is
exported to other markets? How much of your
packing materials are sourced in Asia?
We are sourcing the vast majority of our products
from Asia. While Asia is an important market for us,
a big amount of the products we source in Asia are
exported to other parts of the world. Unfortunately I
can’t give you exact figures here but you can do the
maths yourself: many Adidas, Reebok, TaylorMadeAdidas Golf and Rockport products made in Asia are
sold to consumers all over the world.

What kind of growth is the group expecting in Asia
over the coming five years?
Asia will be one of our major regions for growth over
the next couple of years. Greater China is expected
to contribute 50 percent to our growth until 2015
together with the US and Russia/CIS.

How does the Adidas group leverage the scale of
its supply chain for improved operations, including
better flexibility and risk mitigation?
Overall, the scale of our business enables us to move
around the development and production of product

dialogue

“

We have
established a
single backbone
system for the
entire Adidas
group’s purchasing
requirements that
is based on SAP.
The system brings
all steps along
the supply chain
– from factories
to subsidiaries –
together.

”

The work floor of an Adidas supplier in China. China is the company's most important sourcing country
in order to balance the demand coming in from our
many subsidiaries around the world. By doing so,
we can ensure a balance of product availability and
cost impact for our business.
In certain situations, our team will commit
to early production before our subsidiaries do so
in order to ensure on-time availability and full
utilisation of available factory capacity. At the same
time, the Adidas group has various business models
across our sales channels (wholesale, own retail,
eCommerce), which adds complexity to our supply
chain. We operate a short lead time production
capability, which allows us to drive a mixture of
replenishment models and read-and-react type
approaches across our business.

How do Asia supply chain operations help to
support growth yet limit risk in markets with high
levels of change, risk and growth?
From our point of view, working hand-in-hand
with our suppliers and other partners is the key to
success. Our team shares long term volume plans
with our suppliers to ensure that capacity and
capability requirements are clear to everyone and
appropriate plans are developed in time. We have
established a very close working relationship with our
suppliers which is extremely helpful when it comes
to managing challenges together.

What is your approach to outsourcing supply chain
operations?
The vast majority of our products are manufactured
by external suppliers, most of them in Asia. We also
outsource operations in other fields of our supply
chain, i.e. freight movements. While we have
outsourced these operations, we still operate under
a globally negotiated agreement. Again, working
closely with our partners ensures that we are in a
position to give our subsidiaries the visibility they
need when it comes to delivery dates and status
updates.

What information systems do you employ to
support your supply chain operations globally and
in Asia. In what ways has the Adidas group been
leveraging IT to improve supply chain efficiency
and capability?
Together with our IT team, we have established
a single back-bone system for the entire Adidas
group’s purchasing requirements which is based on
SAP. The system brings all steps along the supply
chain – from factories to subsidiaries – together.
This ensures full transparency across the entire
supply chain. Rolling out this system globally has
definitely helped us become faster and, as a result,
closer to our consumer which is what our team here
is ultimately striving for every day.
Supply Chain Asia September/October 2011
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within the group – not only in Asia but globally. We
have therefore formulated our strategic plan in close
alignment with the needs of our brands and sales
functions. Throughout the next five years, global
operations will focus on five strategic priorities for
the group:
• Ensuring cost competitiveness
• Providing industry-leading availability
• Enabling late ordering
• Supporting the group’s growth projects
• Modernising the group’s infrastructure.
By delivering on these initiatives, we will not
only enable the group to achieve its Route 2015
goals, but will also ensure that our supply chain
remains a competitive advantage in making us
the partner of choice for both consumers and
customers.

“

In terms
of sourcing by
category, 97
percent of all
footwear, 82
percent of all
apparel and 98
percent of all
accessories are
sourced from
Asia.

”
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Can you please describe to our readers what
is ‘Route 2015’? How will your supply chain
operations help you to meet the targets of Route
2015 and how will it affect the structure of your
supply chain operations in Asia?
Route 2015 is the name of the Adidas group’s
strategic business plan. It was presented last
November: our goal is to grow the business of the
entire Adidas group to €17bn in 2015; to target
a compounded annual earnings growth rate of 15
percent, and to reach an operating margin of 11
percent sustainably by 2015 at the latest. These
goals are all based on the group’s strong brands,
premium products, extensive global presence and its
commitment to innovation and the consumer.
Our global operations organisation plays an
important role in achieving the group's Route
2015 goals. After all, our team is responsible for
ensuring that quality products are created, tested,
commercialised, mass produced and shipped to over
110 countries around the world. Global operations’
vision is to be closest to every consumer and strives
to provide the right product to consumers – in the
right size, colour and style, in the right place, at the
right time, across the entire range of the group’s
channels and brands.
The Route 2015 strategic business plan will
require changes in how global operations operates

Supply Chain Asia September/October 2011

Adidas has some ambitious environmental goals,
including use of 100 percent ‘Better Cotton’ by
2018. How will the supply chain operations assist
in meeting these goals and how will meeting these
goals affect the structure of your supply chain
operations in Asia?
In March 2011, we presented our environmental
strategy, a five-year plan to reengineer the company’s
approach to environmental management by focusing
on significant improvements along the entire value
chain. As part of the strategy, which was published
together with the group’s 2010 Sustainability
Report, the Adidas group is committed to using 100
percent 'Better Cotton' by 2018.
The strategy is based on extending existing
programmes to deliver process efficiencies at every
stage of the value chain: from product design,
development and sourcing to logistics, own sites
and IT systems. As a result, the improved value
chain enables the company to offer more sustainable
products to consumers, thus improving the group’s
environmental footprint.
As part of developing our environmental strategy,
we established an Environmental Sourcing Strategy
(ESS) to align the sustainability efforts and activities
in our supply chain with those of the overall Adidas
group environmental strategy 2015. The ESS aims
to give our suppliers a clear sense of direction
in tackling their environmental impacts. We will
review progress each year and adjust the Strategy
accordingly as we approach 2015.

10th - 11th January 2012
Singapore
www.sclasiasummit.com

Optimize your supply chain
and logistics operations in Asia
View the latest programme at:
www.sclasiasummit.com/agenda

Attending SCL Asia 2012 will enable you to:

1. Discover how to implement your China +1 strategy to reduce your supply chain cost and risk
2. Conquer China’s interland with a successful ‘go west’ strategy
3. Overcome economic uncertainty with the most accurate demand forecasting tools
4. Maximise supply chain velocity in supply chain connections for fmcg and high tech industries
5. Attract and retain the right workforce
For further information or to view the current agenda

visit www.sclasiasummit.com
email laurann.deverteuil@wtgevents.com
or call +44 (0)20 7202 7690.

Researched and Produced by:
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E.coli scare puts new focus on
food supply chains
The recent E.coli crisis in Europe evolved from the tragic to the ridiculous. First, consumers were told
that contamination came from Spanish cucumbers. Then it was beans that were to blame, followed by
lettuces and grain. There was confusion and little clarity into the source, but what was very clear was
the food supply chain needs improvement and better control, writes Catherine Truel

I

mproving the food supply chain is a challenging proposition.
Food systems of different countries are interlinked in an agribusiness that is now global. Demand and supply are no longer
restricted to regions and ingredients are sourced and processed
globally. The food industry has become an interconnected system
with complex relationships going from intellectual property rights
on seeds and organisms to mergers and acquisitions all along the
supply chain.
Looking closely at the industry one can see two types of supply
chain. The supply chain for fresh agricultural products links
growers, wholesalers and retailers. The products are not processed

and the activities are limited to the handling, conditioning, packing
and transporting to consumers. The other type is the supply chain
for processed goods such as canned soups or snacks, which uses
agricultural products as raw material for manufacturing consumer
products. Most of the economic value is added in the food
processing and retailing sectors.
Food supply chains can be particularly long as products move
from production to consumption through a range of steps including
seed manufacturers or feed suppliers, producers, processors,
distributors, wholesalers, retailers and consumers. Pre-production
activities such as R&D in genetics and post consumption such
as waste disposal and recycling may also be
included.
In a traditional supply chain, business
relationships are generally competitive and
producers such as farmers are interchangeable
with short-term contracts. In more advanced
supply chains, companies are strategic
partners. The agri-business model of 'value
chain' produces increasing value through

“

In a traditional supply chain,
business relationships are generally
competitive and producers such as
farmers are interchangeable with
short-term contracts. In more
advanced supply chains, companies
are strategic partners. The agribusiness model of ‘value chain’
produces increasing value through
the various processing stages.

”
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the various processing stages. Buyers build closer relationships
with fewer suppliers and standards such as food quality and
safety, environmental protection and animal welfare are applied
throughout the value chain.
Product characteristics are always at the heart of supply chain
configuration and this is particularly true in the case of the food
supply chain. Traditional performance indicators are not enough.
New factors must be included such as the guarantee of product
integrity, safety and quality, and hygiene. The perishable nature
and short shelf life of products is a critical constraint because
the quality of products decreases while progressing throughout
the supply chain. It is estimated that as much as 30 to 50
percent of all food grown worldwide may perish before getting to
a consumer.

Seasonal production, variable quality and quantity
Growers and producers work on long production throughput
time to produce crops or meat. Production is also dependant on
seasonality, and some products are available only for a short period
of time during the year. There is also an element of variability of
quality and quantity as some years, crops can be of better quality
and yield better returns than others. The supply chain must
therefore include elements of production planning and scheduling
as well as responsiveness and flexibility
From the perspective of the manufacturer, some recipes might
need to be changed, introducing ingredients from new suppliers.
In some cases, finished product can only be stored in special
containers or tanks, restricting the storage capacity. There are
requirements for tests or certifications creating potential delays
while waiting for results. Here, the supply chain must be able to
handle complex scenarios from sourcing cocoa or grains globally
to shipping chocolate biscuits.
At the level of the wholesaler and retailer, the challenge comes
from seasonality and the variability of quality and quantity of fresh
agricultural products. The supply chain relies again on global
sourcing to counteract the effect of seasonality so fresh products
can be available all year long. The supply network relies on preinformation on the quality of products and specific conditioned
transport and storage are used to maintain the integrity of these
products. Supply chain control is an important element as product
quality depends on the action of each actor in the supply chain.

Food systems of different countries are interlinked in an
agri-business that is now global
To respond to these challenges, the industry uses a number
of SCM tools such as vendor managed inventory (VMI), efficient
consumer response (ECR), collaborative demand planning,
forecasting and replenishment (CPFR) and factory gate pricing
(FGP). Postponement techniques are also used to delay product
differentiation as long as possible. This gives the greatest possible
flexibility to respond to consumer demands. For example, cans of
soup are shipped throughout Asia from the regional production
plant without labels. The local language label is added at the
country of destination.
The agri-business also relocates production facilities to lower
cost countries in Eastern Europe. The reduction in production cost
allows for faster and more expensive means of transport, such as
airfreight.
In an attempt to reduce costs, some companies are looking
at reducing carbon emissions. Allied Bakeries in the UK have
identified savings by analysing the carbon footprint of their
Kingsmill bread. Initiatives range from using more efficient ovens
to fuel-efficient and aerodynamic vehicles.
Finally, information and communication technology increases
the collection and exchange of information while the development
of mathematical algorithms facilitates the processing of all data
in automated decision support models. Quantitative modelling,
for instance, is used for route planning, scheduling, procurement
and inventory management.

“

At the level of the wholesaler and retailer, the challenge comes from seasonality and the variability
of quality and quantity of fresh agricultural products. The supply chain relies again on global sourcing to
counteract the effect of seasonality so fresh products can be available all year long. The supply network relies
on pre-information on the quality of products and specific conditioned transport and storage are used to
maintain the integrity of these products.

”
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“

Agri-business clusters such as Agrologistiek
in the Netherlands are physically grouping
organisations in one location. The A-1 protein
corridor in the Netherlands is supplying production
centres in which animal proteins are processed into
semi-finished and end products.

”

Use of innovative technologies is critically important for competitive
advantage in the food industry

The criticality of innovation
Innovation is a critical competitive advantage in the food industry.
Technological advances have resulted in the use of sensors and
tracking devices during transport and storage.
When combined with intelligence it becomes possible to
monitor and adjust parameters such as atmosphere and other
conditions during transport. Igloo Thermo-Logistics has launched
a system in its UK cold stores where real time data are collected
from multiple points in the storage facilities and transmitted
remotely anywhere across the world. The alert system, triggered by
a deviation in temperature, can alert staff by sending emails and
mobile phone texts. Moving to the product level, some of these
sensors can detect spoilage in perishable foods and can replace
more accurately the 'best before' date.
The extension of the shelf life of products is achieved with the
development of new processing and packaging technologies where
food is packaged in cleanrooms or in a modified atmosphere. One
result of this is that fresh fruits and vegetables can be shipped by
sea freight instead of airfreight.
At a regional level, agri-business clusters such as Agrologistiek
in the Netherlands are physically grouping organisations in one
location. The A-1 protein corridor in the Netherlands is supplying
production centres in which animal proteins are processed into
semi-finished and end products.
Innovation, by reducing manufacturing variability, helps
reduce product safety risks. Moving from interchangeable suppliers
to a consistent number of reliable suppliers can help reduce
food contamination. Food safety and high quality products are
the responsibility of the entire food chain. Vulnerabilities are not
limited to ingredients and products -- they can also result from
people. Recruitment and human resources management is an
important part of supply chain safety particularly in an industry
that relies very much on seasonal workers. Food supply chain safety
requires close co-ordination between strategic partners that is a
real challenge for the industry.
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Most large EU manufacturers have traceability systems in
place to fully control the food products entering and leaving the
supply chain. Damaged products can be identified and stopped
before reaching the manufacturing floor. However, improvements
in the safety and security of the food supply chain have been
mainly driven by agri-business suppliers and retailers. In addition
to finding production efficiencies, their objective is to develop
high standards and maintain customer confidence. As a result, the
many systems in place vary between sectors within the industry
and between countries.

New regulation
Governments, in an effort to ensure and improve food safety, are
looking at regulation, particularly in the light of the recent E-coli
events. In the EU, the 'General Food Law' stipulates that food
companies must be able to identify the seller of the products
they buy as well as the buyer of the products they sell. This is the
concept of 'one up, one down' traceability. However, for the Society
of Food Hygiene and Technology (SOFHT) the ‘one up, one down’
requirements for ingredients and products are insufficient and they
are advocating a change to EU traceability legislation.
In the US, the Food Safety Modernization Act will require
importers to verify the safety of their suppliers. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has enforcement power and will be able to
block foods from plants or countries that refuse inspection. The
FDA has reported a rapid increase in global production of FDAregulated products and imports of these products in the US has
quadrupled since 2000. The FDA has published plans to control
and monitor global food supply chain processes more closely. The
study also suggests that the FDA should work with its counterparts
worldwide to create a global coalition of regulators in order to
ensure global product safety and quality.
Food supply chains will also be affected by international
agreements such as WTO negotiations, particularly the current
trend to reduce production subsidies and trade restriction, remove
non-tariff barriers such as phytosanitary standards and disallowing
other market interventions.
Catherine Truel is the Europe correspondent of Supply Chain Asia
magazine
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3PLs

New demands; bigger networks;
more complex services
Asia is the primary source of revenue growth for many
global and regional 3PLs and they continue to expand
networks and service offerings in the region. Turloch
Mooney and Owen Cleaver look at what several of the
leading players are currently up to

A

sia continues to be the primary
source of growth for much of the
global 3PL industry. The statement
is so valid that despite the inherent
volatility of emerging markets, the region
is increasingly considered a global industry
safe haven in turbulent economic times.
During the global financial crisis,
when logistics revenue in the US and
Europe shrank by 10 percent or more,
Asia Pacific still managed to deliver decent
double-digit growth for many global and
regional logistics players. The potential and
dynamism of the region make it a highly
competitive cauldron for 3PL players, as
well as place it on the absolute cutting edge
of logistics industry innovation.

in the interior, examples of providers
launching new services or extending
existing ones into inland regions are
ubiquitous. UPS, for instance, recently
opened a new express air cargo lane
between Europe and Chengdu, capital
of Sichuan province. Sichuan is China’s
most populated province and boasts large
and expanding manufacturing operations,
particularly in computer, laptop and tablet
production. DHL, too, recently announced
its intention to expand its China warehouse
capacity by an additional 656,167sq ft over
the coming two years, targeting Chengdu
and the automotive manufacturing centre
of Wuhan in central China.
Beyond expanding to relatively newer
pastures, finding and creating viable

new options for shippers is very much in
evidence. Earlier this year CEVA logistics
launched a new cross-border road freight
service in the busy Southeast Asia region.
Designed to meet growing demand for
materials and goods in emerging markets
such as Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam, the
service competes effectively with more
costly air cargo options. Back in China,
meanwhile, DB Schenker continues to
work on its container train route connecting
Duisberg in Germany to Chongqing; a
service it expects will eventually compete
effectively with traditional intermodal truck/
train and containership services.

Expanding service offerings
Diverse needs of clients and a growing
demand for more flexible solutions mean
3PLs in Asia are rapidly expanding services
in terms of both geographic scope and the
different types and range of specialised
services on offer.
In China, where the push to deal with
rising ex-factory costs coupled with the
potential of the internal domestic market
is resulting in increased development of
manufacturing and distribution operations
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Improved technologies and expanded networks are supporting the development of
specialised services for industries such as healthcare

3PLs

“

Lean is a highly-developed culture at Menlo, it focuses on
processes and techniques that eliminate waste, drives continuous
improvement, and creates more efficient and lower cost supply chain
operations.

”

John Beckett, vice president, International, Menlo Worldwide Logistics
With new possibilities as a result of
better-trained staff, new technologies and
improved networks, many providers are
focused on developing specialised services
that offer higher margins and are tougher
to replicate. Germany’s Logwin provides
specialised services to several industrial
sectors including automotive aftermarket,
fashion and lifestyle and, more recently,
alternative energy.
“We provide a very specialised service
that is time-sensitive, especially in relation
to solar-powered technology, as the value
of products can vary considerably often on
a day-to-day basis. In addition, delivery
points are not always warehouses but ‘offroad’ fields in rural areas or on construction
sites, which means extra care is taken
in the handling of fragile panels and
electronics equipment. For products like
solar panels, it is important to be able to
scan serial numbers and provide clients
with access over the Internet,” Logwin’s
sales and marketing manager for Southeast
Asia Andreas Smeja, told Supply Chain
Asia magazine.

Organic or acquisitive growth
The speed of development in some Asian
markets and fierce competition for market
share mean acquisitions in the logistics
sector in the region, while less frequent
than before the global financial crisis,
are still fairly commonplace. Earlier this
year, Australia’s Toll Group, which bought
out its China joint venture partner in
2010, took a 40 percent stake in another
Chinese logistics company, Tianjin Anda
Logistics. The move is aimed at beefing
up Toll’s presence in China’s rapidly
growing automotive sector. In the same
period, Hong Kong’s Kerry Logistics took
controlling interests in two Chinese 3PLs,
Shanghai Huicheng Logistics and Shanghai
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Wisdom Group.
Despite acquisitions, many large 3PLs
continue to operate in the region on an assetlight basis, an approach due in large part
to the highly dynamic and unpredictable
nature of the major growth markets. “If
asset development and ownership and/or
M&A can add strategic value or competitive
advantage to our portfolio we will give
them due consideration. However, we are
not actively pursuing these at this time.
At the moment we – and I think many of
our fellow American companies – are still
evaluating what continues to be a very
dynamic environment,” says John Beckett,
vice president, International at Menlo
Worldwide Logistics.
Logwin also does not focus on
developing and owning its own assets in
Asia. According to Scott McArthur, an Asiabased director with the company, Logwin
sees itself very much as an ‘asset-light
company’ with ownership of warehouses
‘not part of our strategy’. “Our expansion
is currently driven from organic growth
and a strong focus on sales throughout all
departments within the company,” says
McArthur.

Changing customer demands
Spurred by the volatile economic
environment of the past number of years
customers are aiming to create more
responsive and dynamic supply chains that
ship in smaller quantities, on a timelier
basis, and more often. This has resulted
in more LCL and LTL service offerings from
3PLs operating in the region.
CEVA’s new cross-border road logistics
service in Southeast Asia has an LTL option
for shippers; Kuehne + Nagel’s new China
and India road logistics services both offer
LTL options to customers, while on the
ocean freight side, both DHL and UPS

have launched or augmented a range of
LCL services from dozens of Chinese and
Southeast Asian ports. “Amid a recovering
economy, importers are seeking faster ways
to get products to market, while at the
same time balancing transportation costs,”
notes Jimmy Crabbe, vice president, Ocean
Freight Services at UPS.
Many customers continue to look for
more one-stop solutions from providers while
they focus on expanding their businesses
in Asia. When Marks & Spencer recently
awarded Kerry Logistics a contract for its
complete inbound and outbound logistics
needs for Greater China, it said it was
because the Hong Kong-headquartered 3PL
has the scale to handle the contract as well
as the specialised experience. “One of the
factors in awarding this contract was that
Kerry Logistics specialises in both fashion
retail and cold chain logistics, meeting
our different needs on clothing and food
merchandise under one roof,” said Simeon
Piasekci, Asia regional managing director of
the British food and clothing retailer.
As providers become more integrated
with the supply chains of their clients,
opportunities to provide new and more
specialist value-added services are
emerging. UPS Health Care recently
opened a new facility in Singapore to
cater to the growing number of healthcare
companies setting up in the city. The new
facility offers temperature-sensitive storage
and distribution as well as postponement
services such as kitting and re-labelling.
More complex value-added service
contracts are being offered in many
different sectors. Athletic apparel and
equipment retailer Puma last year
contracted Menlo Worldwide Logistics
in Singapore not just for inventory and
warehouse management but to provide
a host of value-added services such as

3PLs

Logwin’s expansion in Asia is driven by a focus on sales and organic growth

price tagging for retail distribution points,
returns management and tendering orders
of overseas shipments.
Recognising rising demand for valueadded services in the region, Menlo
developed a number of multi-client
facilities to leverage the combined service
needs of several clients under one roof,
sharing everything from labour, services,
IT platforms, and equipment, and thereby
giving the global 3PL the flexibility to
offer the widest array of services while
maximising efficiency and service levels.

Going ‘green’
Pressure from consumers and governments
on industries from automobiles to
electronics to improve sustainability

records is transferring to 3PLs. While
inarguably still at a nascent stage, there is
a discernable trend among 3PLs in Asia to
promote the sustainability advantages of
their service offerings. When DHL recently
announced the start of direct LCL services
to Seattle for instance, it highlighted not
just the operational benefits of shorter
lead times, but the lower carbon footprint
of shipping direct to Seattle rather than
through Los Angeles as well.
The design or rental of greener
warehousing facilities is an increasing trend
in the region. Menlo’s new distribution
warehouse in Singapore uses sustainable
construction materials and incorporates
energy and water efficiency features for
which it received the green mark from

the Building & Construction Authority of
Singapore. In Hong Kong, meanwhile, Kerry
Logistics is working to make its product
customisation and consolidation centre
for Marks & Spencer in Tai Po capable of
both LEED (Gold) and HK-BEAM (Gold)
certification. This is part of efforts to follow
the eco-ethical policy of M&S as dictated
by the service contract. Among many
sustainable design features, the building
will include an organic ‘greened’ roof to
reduce heat absorption and a rainwater
irrigation system.
Turloch Mooney is editor of Supply Chain
Asia magazine and Owen Cleaver is a
researcher and reporter for Supply Chain
Asia magazine
September/October 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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People
Process
Partners
“

A key
difference will
be the shift from
being a freight
movement
'specialist' to a
more knowledgebased, servicedriven industry
where supply
chain mastery
is driven by the
right technologies,
information
systems, integrated
supply chain
solutions and
an agile and
responsive logistics
provider to meet
customers' supply
chain needs. Supply
chain companies
that can combine
these well have
the competitive
advantage.
44
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CEVA’s new regional head
Didier Chenneveau shares
with Turloch Mooney
his thoughts about the
development of the supply
chain and logistics sector in
the region and his strategic
plans for CEVA in Asia Pacific
over the coming three years

Congratulations on your appointment to head
of CEVA Logistics in Asia Pacific. Would you
please tell us what it was that attracted you to
the position?
Having full P&L responsibility in a growing organisation
with a very lean management structure was very
appealling. I have worked in huge organisations
with many layers of management where at times,
accountability can be diluted. Here in CEVA, I
am responsible for the Asia Pacific region’s entire
business and am fully accountable to the CEO and
the Board for our results. The vision that they have for
CEVA was also a key element that attracted me.

What will you be spending most of your time on
during the first year of your appointment with
CEVA?
A simple yet focused approach of 3Ps = People,
Process, Partners. I have spent time getting to know
our people, our processes and operations and our
customers. I’ve been meeting our customers in this
region, understanding the positive relationships we
have with them and areas of improvements for CEVA.
I’ve also spent time getting to know the employees at
different sites and countries through staff meetings
and town hall sessions. As a global company, we have
a very diverse yet talented workforce. I am particularly
happy to see the passion that employees have in what
they do and I’m looking forward to work closely with
them to grow CEVA’s business in this region.

priorities globally and regionally to achieve our
growth ambitions. Our aim is to be one of the
top three international 3PLs in Asia Pacific in
the coming three years. China is one of our
global priorities as it represents a major growth
opportunity for CEVA. The other key priorities include
focused customer engagement through our Top 100
customer programme, increasing our presence in the
ocean market, and strengthening our organisation
capabilities to support our growth. In Asia Pacific,
we are also focusing on India as one of the fastest
growing economies in the region, and enhancing our
business in contract logistics.

You have a lot of experience on the brand-owner
side of supply chain operations, including the past
three years as chief supply chain officer with LG
Electronics. What are customers looking for but
not getting enough of from their logistics partners
in Asia?
The supply chain industry has much to improve on
and there is a lot more we can do to raise the bar
for the industry. From my own experience, as well
as customers’ feedback, there is a clear need to
better leverage on technology, providing value-added
activities and end-to-end supply chain expertise
to our customers. There are pockets of excellence
here and there but, in general, I think there is a lot
of opportunity to add innovation in our industry to
support our customers in their supply chain.

What are your strategic goals for the business over
the coming years?

What percentage of CEVA’s global revenue and
growth comes from Asia Pacific?

We have a three-year, 2011-2013 strategy where
we choose to focus on a number of key strategic

In 2010, Asia Pacific made up 29 percent of CEVA’s
total revenue with close to €2bn (US$2.87bn)
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“

I have
worked in huge
organisations
with many layers
of management
where at times,
accountability can
be diluted. Here
in CEVA, I am
responsible for
the Asia Pacific
region's entire
business and am
fully accountable
to the CEO and
the Board for our
results. The vision
that they have for
CEVA was also a
key element that
attracted me.

”

contributed by this region. We grew 58 percent year
on year. This is a significant achievement by the team
and I am confident that we’ll continue to grow as the
biggest region in terms of revenue in CEVA.

How do you see Asia Pacific’s contribution to
global revenues developing over the coming five
years?
I expect that Asia Pacific will continue to contribute
significantly to global revenues. We are now the
largest region in terms of revenue and our aim is to be
the most profitable region in the next three years.

In which Asian markets is CEVA experiencing
strongest growth, and which markets will the
company focus most strongly on over the coming
five years?
Definitely China, which is a powerhouse for trade and
economic growth. Fuelled by China, the intra-Asian
trade is also growing rapidly. Besides China, we are
also focusing on India, which is one of the fastest
growing economies in Asia and has tremendous
potential for CEVA as well.

Which industry sectors will you be focusing most
strongly on over the coming five years, and why?
At CEVA, we focus on five sectors – automotive,
consumer & retail, technology, industrial and energy.
The sector-focused approach enables us to apply our
sector expertise and best-in-class solutions to meet
our customers’ dynamic supply chain needs whether
they are a technology company or a fashion brand. In
2010, our three sectors – automotive, technology and
consumer & retail – made up more than 60 percent
of the business. While we expect to continue with
this success, we are aiming to grow the other sectors,
industrial and energy, as well.

What kind of new asset investment have you
planned for the region. Can we expect some acquisitions?
We have always operated on an asset-light model
and we will continue with this approach. Currently
we do not have any specific plans for acquisitions
in this region.

Given the development of the region, do you
see CEVA working more with indigenous Asian
companies? Would you tell us what kind of
insights has your experience with LG Electronics
in Korea provided in terms of partnering with large,
indigenous Asian companies with strong global
growth ambitions.
As a global supply chain company, CEVA combines
global presence with local knowledge and strong
sector expertise to support our customers wherever
they are. In certain instances we have worked
with local partners when it is complementary and
mutually beneficial to do so, to support our business
growth. An example is our Anji-CEVA joint venture
in China which brings together SAIC’s strong
automotive background in the market and CEVA’s
global network operations and logistics expertise.
Today, Anji-CEVA is an established market leader in
automotive logistics in China.

CEVA recently started a cross-border FTL and LTL
logistics service in Southeast Asia. What prompted
the launch of this service?
We launched our cross border road freight solution
earlier this year in response to our customers’ needs
for an integrated, cost-effective and fast, timely
trucking service across Southeast Asia. This has
taken off very well, particularly with the increase of
intra-Asian trade.

What are the primary ways that the business of
logistics and supply chain in Asia in ten years’
time will be different to what it is today?
A key difference will be the shift from being a freight
movement ‘specialist’ to a more knowledge-based,
service-driven industry where supply chain mastery is
driven by the right technologies, information systems,
integrated supply chain solutions and an agile and
responsive logistics provider to meet customers’
supply chain needs. Supply chain companies
that can combine these well have the competitive
advantage.
Didier Chenneveau is president of CEVA Asia Pacific
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Materials Handling

Having your voice heard in
the drive to be error free
Voice-directed picking is a smart and efficient way
for distributors to raise productivity and cut out the
opportunity for error, writes Allan Neo, director, Systems
Engineering, Intermec APAC

I

t is doubtful that a single transport and
distribution company in Asia has failed to feel
the effects of increased regional competition and
tighter economic conditions in other parts of the
world. With belt-tightening measures taking place
within organisations in traditional export markets like
Europe and North America due to softer economic
conditions, supply chain organisations exposed
to these markets have had to ‘up their game’ and
provide added value in order to prove themselves a
worthy associate. In an industry where time is money,
this largely comes down to the need for slicker, faster
and more accurate service supply.
Even now that things are generally looking up
for global export markets, this period of frugality
has left a lasting legacy along the whole breadth of
the supply chain. Organisations have learned to be
utterly ruthless in their decision-making. Simply put,
if a company can spot a chink in the armour of the
service reliability of a supplier, they will not think
twice about reviewing their options. The bottom line

“

is that it is no longer possible to make excuses and
explain away any loss of productivity or accuracy;
distributors have to get it right the first time or risk
losing the business.

Voice-directed picking
When it comes to investing in technology as a means
for overcoming inaccuracy and unproductive picking
methods, supply chain operations are looking for
flexible solutions that tackle more than one problem
and thus deliver more value for their buck. A polished
approach to customer service calls for the most
adaptable warehousing tools, and voice-directed
picking is increasingly being seen as a smart and
efficient way to raise productivity and cut out the
opportunity for error.
One company that has recently applied the
benefits of voice picking to its day-to-day activities
is leading beverage distributor Odom Corp. Odom
Corp has built and retained an extensive customer
base and has successfully maintained ongoing

Prior to voice picking, a distributor would anticipate that a casual or part-time worker would not reach
the average level of productivity achieved by their full-time colleagues during a temporary assignment.
In many instances, new starters supplied with voice-directed kits can attain a full-time employee’s average
picking rate or better within two to three days.
48
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relationships with some of the world’s biggest soft
and alcoholic drinks brand names, including CocaCola, Coors, Absolut Vodka and Barefoot wine. The
company recently introduced CK3 and Vocollect
voice-directed picking systems to its North American
operations with the aim of moving forward to higher
levels of productivity and customer satisfaction.
Since introducing the technology, Odom has
delivered 99 per cent accuracy on shipping orders of
up to 30,000 bottles a day. This has contributed to
an upsurge of more than 30 percent in the number
of orders fulfilled. Warehouse staff are now picking
500 bottles per hour whilst previous averages were
in the region of 360. Additionally, prior to voice
picking, the average case pick rate per hour would
reach highs of 95. The average now is 156.
Voice-directed picking tools allow users to kill
multiple birds with one stone. As well as picking, the
kit can be used for numerous activities, including
the receipt of goods, stock replenishment, shipping
and truck loading, which allows the shop floor to
become a well-oiled machine at all stages of the
distribution process. It also eliminates additional
capital outlay on any technology systems distributors
may have otherwise brought in to control these extra
operations.

achieved by their full-time colleagues during a
temporary assignment. In many instances, new
starters supplied with voice-directed kits can attain
a full-time employee’s average picking rate or better
within two to three days. Language is not a barrier
as most sets now come complete with multi-lingual
capabilities.
The sum advantage of applying voice picking to
supply chain operations is immeasurable in terms of
the customer satisfaction that is gleaned in return
for this increased productivity. In today’s financial
climate, distributors need all the tricks they can
gather in order to ensure and secure customer
loyalty, and voice-directed picking is one area that
will help warehouse operators weather a second
economic slowdown, should it occur. Judging by
the effects of the economic crisis that the world has
only just begun to recover from, it will not take long
to discover the industry’s next generation market
leaders. Having technology on your side can vastly
improve a distributor’s chances of being one of these
chosen few.

“

Warehouse
staff are now
picking 500
bottles per hour
whilst previous
averages were in
the region of 360.
Additionally, prior
to voice picking,
the average case
pick rate per hour
would reach highs
of 95. The average
now is 156.

Allan Neo is director of Systems Engineering with
Intermec APAC

”

The advantages of hands-free
The benefits of voice picking can be attributed to
the fact that it leaves the operator wholly hands-free.
Whereas in the past a picker would be effectively
chained to their paper order form and pen, the
voice-directed system speaks to its operator via a
headset, meaning that both hands and eyes are at
liberty to accurately and safely complete the task at
hand. Because staff are free to use both hands in
making their selections, the warehouse becomes a
far safer working environment, contributing to the
company’s health and safety compliance obligations
whilst increasing job satisfaction for those on the
front line.
Because of the simplicity of the system, the
need for lengthy training processes for new starters
is greatly reduced. This becomes a particularly
important factor when considering companies whose
operations revolve around seasonal workforces or
casual labour, in situations where it is essential
that staff can be on the job immediately without
hesitation. Prior to voice picking, a distributor
would anticipate that a casual or part-time worker
would not reach the average level of productivity

Hands-free workers turns warehouses into safer working environments
September/October 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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Events

The 10th Anniversary
Supply Chain Asia Logistics
December 1
At the newly opened Marriott Shanghai City Centre Hotel
at 555 Xizang Zhong Lu

wards

The Finalists
Global 3PL of the Year
Agility
CEVA Logistics
DHL Global Forwarding
Kuehne + Nagel
Toll Global Logistics

Asian 3PL of the Year
Agility
Kerry Logistics
Menlo Worldwide Logistics
Nippon Express
Toll Global Logistics

Airfreight Forwarder of the Year
Agility
CEVA Logistics
Kuehne + Nagel
Nippon Express
UTi

Seafreight Forwarder of the Year
Agility
CEVA Logistics
DB Schenker
Kuehne + Nagel
Toll Global Forwarding

Container Terminal of the Year
Gulftainer

Co-Primary Sponsor
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JNPT, Mumbai
PSA Singapore Terminals
Port of Tanjung Pelepas (PTP)

Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
Dubai Freightgates
Hactl
Hyderabad Menzies Air Cargo
PACTL
SATS

Shipping Line of the Year

The Risk Management Award
Agility
CEVA Logistics
Kuehne + Nagel
The TT Club

Supply Chain Consultant of the Year

APL
Maersk Line
NYK

Accenture
BPS
Keyfields
Kong & Allen

Air Cargo Carrier of the Year

The Green Supply Chain Award

Emirates SkyCargo
Korean Air Cargo
Lufthansa Cargo
Singapore Airlines Cargo

The Education and Training Award
Asia Pacific School of Logistics,
Inha University, South Korea
SP Jain Center of Management,
Singapore and Dubai
The Logistics Institute Asia Pacific,
Singapore

Agility
DHL Supply Chain
HP
Kuehne + Nagel
NYK

The Supply Chain Innovation Award
Agility
Arshiya International
DHL Supply Chain
HP
Toll Global Logistics

Events

The Criteria
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Emerging Asia
Supply Chain Top 10
Supply Chain Asia magazine launched a research initiative that
will result in the development of a Top 10 index of organisations
that have adopted industry-leading supply chain practices in
Asia’s emerging markets.
The magazine is collaborating with global management
consulting, technology services and outsourcing company,
Accenture, to help develop the index and the underlying
methodology that will support its creation. Accenture, which
works with many of the world’s largest companies to develop
and enhance their supply chain capabilities, has conducted
research into leading supply chain capabilities, and will use
that knowledge as it works on the research design with Supply
Chain Asia.
The Top 10 will be picked from a list of top-performing
companies with significant Asian operations in supply chain
dependent industries, including Automotive, Electronics,
Consumer Goods, Mining & Metals, Pharmaceuticals, Retail
and Oil & Gas. Qualitative interviews will follow with the
companies to gather data about their supply chain performance.
A panel of judges will participate in a final evaluation to
select winners.
The Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10, which will be the
first supply chain index ever to focus solely on emerging Asia,
will rely on financial analysis, company interviews and supply

chain management experience and knowledge to assess the
organisations’ supply chain capabilities and performance in
emerging Asian markets.
The Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10 initiative will
generate a significant database of knowledge on the challenges,
opportunities, realities and direction of supply chain operations
and management in emerging Asian markets.
“Asia’s emerging markets are characterised by high levels of
growth and associated risks and opportunities. The supply chain
processes that underpin much of the industrial development
are still evolving and there is enormous room for improvement.
The practices identified by the Emerging Asia Supply Chain
Top 10 research will help organisations drive supply chain
improvements across key industrial sectors in emerging Asia,”
said Sanjay Dawar, Managing Director of the Accenture Supply
Chain Management practice in Asia Pacific.
The Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10 initiative will
recognise the strongest performers in each of the seven
industries as well as three organisations to receive special
awards.
The inaugural Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10
will be formally announced in Shanghai on December 1,
2011 at the 10th Anniversary Supply Chain Asia Logistics
Awards.
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wards

联合赞助
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lao tze on asia

Using analytics to enhance supply
chain performance

I

n the book ‘Competing on Analytics’,
authors Davenport and Harris argue that
as business competition gets fiercer,
what is left as a basis for competition
is to execute business with maximum
efficiency and effectiveness, and to make
the smartest business decisions possible.
They say companies are 'wringing every
last drop of value from business processes
and key decisions' using analytics. With
data becoming easier to collect, store and
use, it makes all the more reason for a
larger swathe of companies – small and
medium enterprises included – to accept
the inevitable and train themselves into
an analytics mindset in order to go after
maximum efficiency and effectiveness.

Becoming an analytic competitor
The question is no longer about whether
companies can use analytics to enhance
their operating performance, but do they
have it in them to become analytic competitors? What are the major barriers to entry
for organisations? The following are some
of the known barriers for wide adoption of
business analytics within companies:
• Leaders not fully familiar/convinced
about the ROI from business analytics
• Leaders aware of ROI, but employees
(business end-users) not familiar with
the right tools for their problems
• Leaders aware of ROI, but end users
unable to interpret the recommendations
from analytics tools and translate them
into business decisions

Let’s take the SCOR Upside Supply
Chain Flexibility measure. This measure is
described as, “the amount of time it takes
a supply chain to respond to an unplanned
20 percent increase in demand without
service or cost penalty”. This begins with
knowing about the change, understanding
the risk associated with the change, and
then determining how best to respond to
the change. Knowing sooner means having
all of the right data along with the analytics
that will not only highlight the risks, but
also provide insight into your response
alternatives.
The ERP system may give you most
of the data, but some customer and
supplier data may still exist outside ERP.
Getting all the data and then applying the
analytics can be difficult, especially if you
want to run multiple ‘what-if’ planning
scenarios.

Excel and the ‘right data’ question
Of course, the most popular ‘simplified
analytical tool’ is Excel. It may be easier
to get data into Excel but it is unlikely you
would have all of it. The analytic piece
of the equation is the most difficult to
replicate in Excel. The one advantage of
Excel over ERP is that it tends to be easier
to use. However the challenge becomes
similar to using a heating pad to warm
up at the rink – it is only good for one. As
soon as the Excel file gets passed around,
changes are made and then the ‘right
data’ question comes back into play. This

is important because in most cases any
response to the change, for example the
unplanned 20 percent increase is not going
to happen in isolation.
Davenport and Harris list four traits
of companies that drive them to become
strong analytic competitors:
• The need to sharpen an already
distinctive capability with analytics
• Complete leadership buy-in about the
ROI from analytics
• Commitment to leverage analytics
strategically in the long term to preserve
this competitive lead
• Enterprise-wide adoption of analytics
There exist strong interconnections
between these characteristics, with
feedback loops and causal relationships.
A company which is already well known
for one distinctive capability (e.g. WalMart in supply chain management) will
want to keep its leadership position and
thus emphasise on data and quantitative
methods to ensure this lead is preserved.
Once the leadership is convinced that
analytics is what will provide them with
this edge, there must be a decision made
to continue with analytics as a strategic
initiative.
Finally, there must also be a realisation
that this will require more than localised
adoption in one or two departments.
Hence the need/thrust on enterprise-wide
adoption.
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book reviews

Innovate or Die
Two new books by Yinglan Tan and Adam Segal look at the subject of innovation
in Chinese and American contexts. Paul French discusses Chinnovation and
Advantage: How American Innovation can Overcome the Asian Challenge

The message coming out from most
countries is quite simple – those that
innovate and who train and educate future
generations to be creative and innovative
will profit and succeed. Those countries
that don’t will be pushed to the margins,

at best assembly shops for other people’s
technology and designs, at worst failing
economies. It is a message being pushed
everywhere from Europe and America
through India and the Middle East to
Asia.

Nowhere more is the cry to innovate
being heard than in China, which – if it is to
progress beyond the ‘workshop of the world’
tag – needs to start seriously innovating.
Similarly, the cry is heard in America that
if the US doesn’t continue to innovate

China's Ctrip: Innovation or not?

“

The mere existence
of entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurship is not
evidence of true innovation.
You can be an entrepreneur
in an emerging Chinese city
establishing a car showroom
– this is entrepreneurial,
hopefully profitable and
probably pioneering – but it is
not innovative.

”
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“

The mass ranks of Homeland Security, education budget cutters and ‘seal the borders’
Republicans don’t seem so keen on this welcoming attitude anymore and the replenishment
of American innovation ‘software’ may well suffer for it.

and invest in innovation, then it can look
forward to a second rate future.

‘Chinnovation’, or ‘Chinntweaking’
Clearly, a lot is at stake. However, one
problem at the moment is vocabulary and
terminology. Yinglan Tan, an academic
who serves on the boards of several
venture capital funds in Asia, has already
concluded that China is innovative – a far
from universal opinion at the moment. He’s
even coined a word (arguably an innovative
act in itself), Chinnovation. The problem is
that when Tan talks of innovation, what he
really means is something rather different
– invariably ‘derivation’ or ‘adaptation’
(which some might call simple ‘copying’).
Creating a business that looks
something like an existing business is not
innovation. Innovation is distinguished from
renovation, adaptation or derivation in that
it should really signify a substantial change
or difference versus more incremental
changes. It is also important to note that
the mere existence of entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurship is not evidence of true
innovation. You can be an entrepreneur
in an emerging Chinese city establishing
a car showroom – this is entrepreneurial,
hopefully profitable and probably pioneering
– but it is not innovative.
This vocabulary confusion rather
obscures Tan’s argument. He cites Ctrip
as an innovative company. But Ctrip is
merely a Chinese version of Expedia with
some adaptation for the Chinese market.
Similarly, he cites the restaurant review

”

website dianping, which is undeniably cool
but at the end of the day just an online
version of the tried and tested Zagat review
and rating system.
And so on with many other examples of
adapters of pre-existing concepts, tweakers
of existing models. Everyone from Apple to
Groupon knows China can imitate, adapt
and tweak but none of that is innovation.
Ultimately, the reader comes to the
conclusion that Chinntweaking might have
been a more accurate word for Tan to invent
rather destroying his own thesis.
What Tan is right about of course is that
if China is to maintain its growth trajectory
it does need to start innovating.

Innovation nation
As an expert on technology and foreign
policy, Adam Segal, the author of
Advantage: How American Innovation Can
Overcome the Asian Challenge, is not at
present a happy man. Clearly America is,
and has long been, a highly innovative
nation. Nobody would argue against that.
But is it now slipping inexorably into
decline as an innovation nation? And
will the emergence of India and China as
economic powers destroy the ability of the
United States to compete and maintain its
technological lead?
China has traded well on its ‘advantage’
to produce cheaply for several decades and
become richer for it. America became rich
exploiting its ‘advantage’ as an innovative
place that attracted, and indeed welcomed
and courted, entrepreneurial innovators

from around the world. The mass ranks
of Homeland Security, education budget
cutters and ‘seal the borders’ Republicans
don’t seem so keen on this welcoming
attitude anymore and the replenishment
of American innovation ‘software’ may well
suffer for it.
Segal, a senior fellow at the Council
on Foreign Relations, admits that China
is spending more on R&D but still not
close to the US. He notes that China’s
spending on nanotechnology is in the
hundreds of millions of dollars whereas
the US spends several billions. But most
crucially, more important than money, is
America’s advantage in ‘soft skills’. Segal
says that China’s engineers are legion but
don’t have soft skills because China’s
education system focuses on rote learning
and examinations, and the pressure on
scientists has resulted in much plagiarism
and data theft.
Segal sees the US advantage being
eroded though he also cites a lot of
examples that are imitative and adaptive
rather than truly innovative, as Tan does.
What everyone agrees on, though, is
that it seems pretty clear that the drive for
greater spending on R&D in China and India
in multiple ways, from sending scientists
abroad to creating more university places at
home, is going to continue. The traditionally
innovative West has been warned that an
innovative East is coming.
Paul French is a Shanghai-based veteran
China analyst and author
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customs

Could lack of customs
compliance on the part of
our trading partners have an
impact on our operations?
Your queries on customs regulations and processes answered by
Supply Chain Asia columnist and author Catherine Truel

T

o trade globally, exporters and
importers have to rely on trading
partners forming a large community
of manufacturers, agents, freight forwarders,
shipping companies, distributors, auditors
and customers with whom the business
trades daily. It is therefore not uncommon
to have one or several trading partners
with weak compliance records and
practices.
The risk to the business and the impact
on operations will depend on the nature
and the degree of non-compliance. It can
range from annoying regular delays to heavy
fines and penalties. To be safe, internal
compliance processes must be extended to
trading partners through the supply chain.

of the trader.
Security is another area where lack of
compliance can have a negative impact.
For instance, freight forwarders might be
delivering containers at the port without
having been checked by security, or the
container might be left in an unsecured
area. The integrity of the supply chain could
be compromised and the container could
be used for smuggling. Such weakness will
be a barrier to obtain any kind of customs
accreditation such as the AEO. In the
event of a security breach and a resulting
incident, the impact on the business, its
brand and its shareholders could be very
damaging.

How can we limit this risk?
What kind of impact?
Delays usually arise due to absent
documentation or incorrect information.
This results in goods waiting on the dock
for the correct documents and certificates
necessary for customs clearance. This will
have a financial impact as delays increase
transaction costs.
A trading partner’s failure to provide
timely and accurate information to
customs authorities will create problems.
For instance, traders might leave the
completion of customs declarations to an
agent without checking the information
declared. Any error will be logged against
the trader compliance record, as the agent
does not act in its own name but on behalf
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To limit the risk, it is necessary to be clear of
how risks and responsibilities are allocated
between business partners. This is the role
of contractual agreements.
An international transaction is a
combination of at least three agreements:
a commercial contract, a transport contract
and an insurance contract. The question
arises as to whether these contracts contain
clauses about compliance. For instance the
purchase order (PO), as the commercial
contract, might specify certain documents
to be presented such as the certificate
of origin. It might express what business
operations partners are permitted, obliged
and prohibited to execute.
For instance, the PO can make direct

shipments mandatory for payments by
letters of credit. It might stipulate when
and in what order the operations can be
executed. For instance, the forwarder might
have to contact the importer to confirm the
classification of certain products before
presenting the customs declaration.
These agreements and particularly their
performance must be measured. Companies
will approach compliance measurement and
enforcement differently. Some companies
will choose to monitor the accuracy of
customs declarations made by agents,
others might focus on security measures
taken by their carriers. It will vary between
industries.
An alert system can be triggered when
performances change. For example, if
certificates of origin are not received
in a timely manner. This will start the
corrective actions as well as looking at the
origin of the problem during the resolution
process. With experience, some trading
partners and some areas demanding special
attention will appear as weak spots to be
monitored closely helping to build in-house
expertise.
Finally there are some tools that can
be used to have partners’ compliance
embedded in everyday processes.
Procurement, sourcing, transport and
finance policies might specifically
include compliance elements in everyday
transactions and communications with
trading partners.
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BLOGS

Who are the real
powers in world trade?
In a world of dispersed manufacturing, trade figures, trade surpluses
and trade deficits do not give an accurate picture of world trade

F

rom time to time, a debate escapes
the small circle of the academic
community and gets in contact
with a wider audience. Are trade figures,
trade surpluses and trade deficits a true
picture of global trade? Pascal Lamy, the
head of the World Trade Organization, has
in a recent speech opened the door and
allowed that reserved debate to escape.
He is proposing a ‘Made-in-the-World’
approach to measuring international trade
flows. Why?

This iPhone was made in China (and Japan,
Korea, Germany, and several other places)
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At the moment, trade statistics are
calculated using the full commercial value
of a product at export in the last country of
origin. What’s wrong with that?
This methodology dates from simpler
times when production took place in one
factory, in one country from where it was
exported. This still exists, but increasingly
production lines are fragmented across
global manufacturing centres. In fact,
large corporations execute stages of their
manufacturing in various locations across
the world in order to optimise the value
chain.
A product can be designed in the US,
one component can be manufactured in
Japan, another in Taiwan and the final
assembly done in China. Should the label
say: ‘Made in the US, Japan, Taiwan and
China’?
Measuring trade based on the value
of movement of goods also implies that
some transactions are counted twice (in the
case of intermediate goods). For instance,
Germany exports a large number of
intermediary parts to Asia to be engineered.
These parts, once processed, are then
re-imported to Germany and incorporated
into the final product which itself is
exported. The value of the intermediate
part is counted twice in national statistics.
Another challenge for the current statistical
methodology is the frontier between goods

and services that, in certain areas, is
increasingly blurred.
The proposition to change the statistical
tool to measure global trade is quite bold.
This topic is so rarely openly discussed
that one would think it is a taboo subject.
The idea suggests to compile trade figures
based on the value added in the different
countries instead of the full commercial
value of the last country as we do today. The
calculation would separate the value added
contained in exports between domestic and
foreign content.
A study has looked at the two different
ways of computing trade figures by
decomposing the US trade deficit of
iPhones with China. The ‘traditional
measure’ takes the value of the assembled
product at export in China. The ‘value
added measure’ allocates the cost across
functions in various countries such as R&D,
production or marketing (see table).
It is easy to see that this statistical
method gives us a very different view of
global trade and trade powers. A view that
is reassuring or uncomfortable? The value
added methodology comes with its own
challenges. What will the impact be on
trade agreements and preferential rules of
origin? What will it matter if it is ‘Made in
the World’?
...supplychainknowledge.asia

China
Japan
Korea
Germany	Rest of
					
world

World

Traditional
measure

-1,901.2

0

0

0

0

-1,901.2

Value added
measure

-73.5

-684.8

-259.4

-340.7

-542.8

-1,901.2

Two ways of computing trade figures by decomposing the US trade deficit in iPhones
with China

INTRACTABLE SUPPLY CHAIN PROBLEMS?
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD?

WE WILL NOT CHARGE YOU ANYTHING
UNLESS WE DELIVER THREE TIMES THE
VALUE OF WHAT YOU PAY US.
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